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Housing Transitions May be Stressful for
Senior Clients and Their Families
The decision to stay or to move should be made collaboratively among the
individuals, their families, and professionals, such as doctors, CPAs, and estate
planners who look after the client's best interests.
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By Betsy Philips, CSHP.

A time will come in our lives when decisions need to be made about where and how
we will spend our senior years.

Sometimes a house becomes too much to maintain, the stairs too hard to climb, or
the taxes just too high. Often more hands-on care is required due to a growing
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medical concern or perhaps social isolation may be an issue. As a senior housing
professional, I’d like to provide some insights into having discussion with clients
who are facing this situation themselves or helping an aging loved one.

The decision to stay or to move should be made collaboratively among the
individuals, their families, and professionals, such as doctors, CPAs, and estate
planners who look after the client’s best interests. What are the legal and �nancial
rami�cations of selling a home? Can they, or how can they, afford assisted living?
How do their medical conditions �gure in? 

Telling Mom and Dad what they should do will likely lead to them digging in their
heels and refusing to consider housing alternatives. The worst-case scenario, which
is unfortunately very common, is that a decision is delayed until there’s a crisis. The
family is forced to react, instead of being able to execute a plan that was previously
agreed upon.

The best thing that we can do as professionals is to shift the conversation from what
the client can’t do or what they should do to what they want to do, where they want
to be, and how they would like to be remembered. These kinds of discussions are
what is known as legacy coaching.

Planning is the key

Never push someone to sell their home.

Only ask them to think about their options and to prepare for the future. The home
may only need modi�cations to allow for aging in place. In that case, refer them to
specialists that have been vetted, who are experts at aging in place home
enhancements.

If a move is necessary or desired, the key to a successful transition is to �nd what will
be the next new home — a place that will bring a senior some joy. Finding the right
�t is critical, whether it’s a senior apartment, assisted living or even a continuing
care community.

A good specialist will take the time to learn about what their clients love. Maybe they
crave access to nature or opportunities to socialize. Maybe their priority is to �nd an
apartment that will allow them to keep their pet. It’s easier to let go of the past when
the future is bright. And it’s preferable to do so while you still have control, rather
than during a time of crisis when someone else will decide for you. Finding
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somewhere new to love is the best way to help seniors move forward without fear or
reluctance.

Downsizing needn’t be overwhelming

The thought of downsizing, preparing their home for sale and worrying about what
to do with “their stuff” keeps many seniors from planning their future.

Another common worry seniors have is that they’ll have to make expensive updates
to their home before they can put it on the market. This is probably not needed
except for urgent repairs. Making expensive cosmetic improvements to a long-time
homeowner’s home is usually not a good use of time or money. Proper decluttering
and minor staging will often do the trick.

Many seniors are overwhelmed or physically incapable of sorting through decades of
belongings. However, a senior real estate specialist has vetted relationships with
professional downsizers and other providers who will do the heavy lifting.

When vetting partners such as downsizers or packers, look at how they
communicate with seniors and their families. Look for partners who are both skilled
and compassionate about their trade and the community that they serve. They need
to lead with their hearts, and not their pocketbooks. While many dread this change
for years, if done correctly, people often �nd themselves surprised by feelings a sense
of freedom, joy, and satisfaction.

The CSHP designation is held by a Realtor who has special training and experience in
assisting long time homeowners.  They understand the emotional and logistical
challenges, and we are familiar with all the best partners to ensure a smooth journey
that will leave families overjoyed, and not overwhelmed.

===

Betsy Phillips is a Certi�ed Senior Housing Professional, Seniors Real Estate Specialist®
and Accredited Buyer’s Representative® with Compass in Glenview, Illinois. Contact her at
betsy.phillips@compass.com.
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